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vida – what is it?

vida is the Austrian trade union for transport and services. People from various occupational groups are members of vida.

vida is your voice
✓ vida fights to give you good working conditions and regular time off.
✓ vida supports and advises works council and youth consultative council members in their work, providing legal advice and informative literature, or in the negotiation of employment agreements.
✓ vida negotiates more than 150 collective agreements with employers for various occupational groups and renegotiates up to 60 of these each year, establishing fairer remuneration, Christmas and holiday pay and many other framework conditions.
✓ vida networked
Follow us on Twitter and Facebook. That way you will no longer miss any vida news! We look forward to your comments, likes and personal news. Join in and tell your colleagues and friends to follow us too.
✓ vida podcast
You can also listen to vida. Tune into our podcast vidaHören: vida.at/podcast
✓ vida keeps you in the loop
Stay up-to-date with the vida magazine and vida newsletter: All you need to do is register for the newsletter: vida.at/newsletter
You can read all past issues of the vida magazine at: vida.at/magazin
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Living solidarity
If everyone fights against each other in the working world and in society, nobody will end up getting anywhere. Being a vida member is well worthwhile. Each individual member enjoys the community’s protection while making the community stronger at the same time. We are a trade union that lives and breathes what it does.

Information as you want it
✓ vida online
News, issues & offers online at vida.at. vida is available to you on the internet 24 hours a day. 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

Membership fee
The monthly membership fee is a percentage of your gross income. Of your working hours, this equates to just 4 minutes and 48 seconds a day of a 40-hour week.

Pensioners, unemployed persons and those in receipt of sickness benefit will pay a lower fee. You will find further information about our services and the exact fees from our state offices, contact details overlaid.

By the way: the membership fee is fully tax-deductible. If the membership fee is retained directly from your salary (deduction at source), the tax reduction will be applied directly in payroll accounting.